Once Upon A Time (Twisted Fairytales)
**READER NOTE: Please be aware that these three short stories is explicit sexual content. They are twisted fairytales but are NOT Dark Erotic in nature. If you’re looking for a sweet, traditional romance tho probably isn’t for you.***

**HER BEAST**
Low on money and needing to help her ill sister, Belle joins an elite escort service. Although being with strange men sexually is not something she would have ever thought she’d be doing, Belle is desperate. Her first night on the job lands her in the home of elusive businessman Jackson “The Beast” Brass. He’s a man she has lusted after quietly for the last year, but she knows they could have never been together in more than a professional way. But tonight anything goes. Although still one of the wealthiest men in the country, Jackson now isolates himself due to being badly scarred from an automobile accident. He knows who Belle is, and has wanted her for longer than he cares to admit. He just hopes she's ready to experience the darker side of pleasure, because tonight Jackson will give her more than she can handle.

**LITTLE BEAUTY**
He’s been watching her. She just doesn’t realize it. After passing out at a frat party, Daniella wakes to find herself in a strange bedroom. Frightened at what happened to her, she realizes she isn’t alone, but in the apartment of her chemistry professor, a man that frightens and arouses her. Grey Dawson has had his eye on Daniella for the last several months. Some would say he was obsessed, but Grey knew what he felt. They were true and real emotions, and Daniella needed to realize that she felt them, too. He watches her, knows her schedule, and when their eyes lock he knows she has to feel the same way that he does. Grey will not stop until he possesses her completely. He just doesn’t know if he can stop himself from going too far.

**RED’S WOLF**
After leaving a costume party, Red gets lost and finds herself deep within the woods that surround her town. With her fear of not knowing where she is comes the realization that she is being stalked. The harder and faster she runs, the more she feels like the prey to a very deadly predator. And then she is caught, and she has nowhere to hide. The man that comes out of the darkness is naked, massive in form, and seems feral. He is solely focused on her, yet he doesn’t touch her. The way he watches Red, inhales her scent like he is trying to imprint her into his body, makes her feel shockingly aroused. He doesn’t seem to want to hurt her, but to mate with her, like a beast in the wild claiming his woman. Red should be fighting for her life to escape, not submitting to a man that has these kinds of sexual needs moving through her like a violent animal.
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Jenika Snow has done it again! This was a fabulous short erotic read. The stories were unique and pulled you in from the start. A few minor errors but hey no ones perfect and it wasn’t enough to distract from the story. Each story left off in a HFN and it was just perfect! A mix of sexual heat and romance and of course smut! Jenika you are awesome, I swear you could write the phone book.

Her Beast 2/5 I didn’t like this story very much. It had too much pleasure derived from pain, which isn’t my cup of tea. I did like the idea of having Jackson being interested in Belle for a while before they actually interact with each other. But Jackson’s desire to have Belle crawl, and inflict pain on her was too much for me.

Little Beauty 4/5 I liked this story the most. I liked how there was mutual attraction. I liked how Gray knew what he wanted, and was willing to do what it took to have Aurora. The sex was really hot. BUT, was VERY similar to the one in another book by Jenika Snow, His.

Red’s Wolf 3/5 I liked this on ok. I liked how the wolf was all like "mine." Sex was hot.

Finally some Jenika Snow on my Kindle unlimited membership! I have purchased several of Her stories including a Beautiful Prison and His and have enjoyed very much. I think she is a talented author of erotic romance but her pricing is above my budget or what I am willing to pay(4.99 for one
of her latest titles at 137 pages is pretty steep) Were a few typos on this one... no biggie... 3 short but very sexy stories. However it works to get more Jenna on Unlimited membership, this is me asking!

The only complaint I have about this book is that it’s not long enough I didn't want it to end. I loved all three stories. I will never look at fairytales the same again. This is a must read ladies.

Another wonderful book by this awesome author! The variances on various fairy tales was great. I really love the new shine to the fairy tales I loved most.

Yet another great book by Jenika. 3 short in your face stories using classic tales with an adult twist. Amazingly, Awesome.

Really a good read, short and sweet stories, enjoyed them very much, wished a few more tales were there too.

Very short but oh so HOT!!! Loved them and can’t wait for more.
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